INTERACTIVE BUILDINGS WITH IP INTERCOM AND SPEAKERS

When you add IP intercom and speakers to your building, your building becomes interactive. Security guards can talk to people they see on the video system instantly, regardless of distance. If the person is lost or simply needs assistance, it is easy for the people in charge to communicate directly. On the other hand, if a person has ill intent, security guards can interact and prevent an unwanted situation to develop. By combining audio, access control and cameras you get the ability to see, speak and listen. Vingtor-Stentofon makes it simple to welcome, guide, help or warn people anywhere in the building or on the premises.

Would you depend on a security system that cannot talk and listen?
Have you ever been stuck in an elevator without being able to communicate?
Have you ever visited a company with a closed door and no IP intercom?
STAFF ENTRANCE/SIDE DOORS
Card reader for door opening and Intercom with CCTV provides secure and easy access on the premises.

EVACUATION ZONES WITH INTERCOM
Make it easy to identify and dispatch help to people that are unable to evacuate a building when elevators stop to operate.

HELP POINT
In case of emergency or need for assistance.

TECHNICAL ROOM
Required for larger installations to accommodate for servers and redundancy.

MAIN RECEPTION
A single receptionist can handle all assistance and communication from one location.

CONTROL ROOM
Seamless integration with radio, management system, CCTV, access control and more.

ROAMING GUARD WITH RADIO
Direct communication line to security guard on patrol.

ENTRANCE AND GATES
Efficient audio and video assistance for visiting people or deliveries.

NETWORKING TO REMOTE SITE
IP technology provides easy integration of remote sites in one solution.

ELEVATOR COMMUNICATION
Instant communication with control room.

IP ADDRESSABLE SPEAKERS
For public address and general alarm.

BUILDING SECURITY & PUBLIC SAFETY: IP INTERCOM SOLUTIONS
OUR SUGGESTIONS:

CONTROL ROOM MASTER
- IP Flush Master Display (1008031000)
- IP DAK-48 Unit (1008010100)
- Handset for IP Flush Master (1008097100)
- CRM V license (1009648001)
- Ideal for Control Rooms
- Up to 52 programmable Direct Access Keys (DAK)
- Integrated managed data switch providing advanced networking and security features

IP DUAL DISPLAY (1008007000)
- Ideal for receptionists and guards
- Direct access to address book and function keys (Door opening…)
- Crystal clear audio quality
- Supplementary equipment:
  - Microphone for Dual Display Station (1007007010)

TURBINE TCIS-2 (1008111020)
- Ideal as intercom at doors, gates and barriers
- Universal design adapted for people with disabilities
- Extreme robustness

TURBINE TCIS-6 (1008111060)
- Ideal for Door opening
- OLED display with address book

EXIGO IP HORN SPEAKER
- Ideal to respond to security incidents
- Group announcements

WHY VINGTOR-STENTOFON?

The Vingtor-Stentofon critical communication portfolio offers state of the art quality audio software and hardware. Just press a button and you can call for immediate assistance, help and support. The voice on the end can be heard loud and clear, thus eliminating misunderstandings or misinterpretations. Even in very noisy environments we offer crystal clear audio - driven by our Turbine stations with 10 Watt amplifiers and active noise cancellation software included. Our quality products are built to last with backwards compatibility; this reduces the cost of ownership.

SELECTED REFERENCES:

VISIT US ONLINE AT ZENITEL.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR REFERENCES AND EVEN MORE VINGTOR-STENTOFON PROJECTS WITHIN BUILDING SECURITY.
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